Can substitution effect control the metal-ligand polymerization?!
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On the base of our previous studies due to the presence of halides in our complexes there is strong probability for obtaining coordination polymers. Crystal engineering well-defined as the understanding of intermolecular interactions in the context of crystal packing and the utilization of such understanding in the design of new solids with desired physical and chemical properties. Owing to the fact that the small changes in the ligands may play a significant role in the complexes, the organic ligand (1-naphtyl pyridine-2-carboxylate) (L), was synthesized. In order make more steric repulsion around of the complexes resulted in the substitution effect around of the naphtyl moiety was hired in the design. Relocation in the position of functional group was fulfilled our expectations. Three new mercury (II) halide complexes, [Hg(L)2Cl2] (1), [Hg(L)2Br2] (2) and [Hg(L)2I2] (3) were synthesized. All of the compounds were fully characterized using FT-IR, TGA, DSC, mass spectrometry, CHNOS elemental analyses, PXRD, NMR and SCXRD. The results indicate that metal-ligand polymerization controlled by substitution effect. The coordination geometry around the Hg (II) ion is seesaw shape in distorted tetrahedral geometry for compounds (1), (2) and (3) with τ4 of 0.74, 0.76 and 0.78, respectively. Due to the replacement of the functional group (mentioned substitution effect), flexibility of coordinated ligand was decreased. In the previously reported structures, the angle between two planes of aromatic rings in the analogous ligand was 78.37° which changed to the 59.47°, 50.75° and 64.90° for mercury halide series complexes. In present study these angles are 89.09, 89.73 and 88.90 for titled complexes based on new designed ligand. Consequently, this study emphasize that the substitution effect can play the significant role through the flexibility of designed ligand to control the metal-ligand polymerization.
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